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Abstract

The article describes a five-year period of Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) implementation at the Faculty of Materials Science and Technology (MTF) in Trnava. It is a part of the challenges put forward by the 7th Framework Programme (ICT research in FP7) focused on “how information and communication technologies can be used to support learning and teaching”. The empirical research during the years 2006-2008 was focused on technology-driven support of teaching, i.e. the development of VLE (Virtual Learning Environment) and the development of database applications such as instruments developed simultaneously with the information support of the project, and tested and applied directly in the teaching of bachelor students.

During this period, the MTF also participated in the administration of the FP7 KEPLER project proposal in the international consortium of 20 participants. In the following period of 2009-2010, the concept of educational activities automation systematically began to develop. Within this concept, the idea originated to develop a universal multi-purpose system BIKE based on the batch processing knowledge paradigm. This allowed to focus more on educational approach, i.e. TEL educational-driven and to finish the programming of the Internet application - network for feedback (communication between teachers and students). Thanks to this specialization, the results of applications in the teaching at MTF could gradually be presented at the international conferences focused on computer-enhanced engineering education. TEL was implemented at a detached workplace and four institutes involving more than 600 students-bachelors and teachers of technical subjects. Four study programmes were supported, including technical English language. Altogether, the results have been presented via 16 articles in five countries, including the EU level (IGIP-SEFI).
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Introduction

The beginning of TEL development is linked with teaching at the detached workplace in Dubnica nad Váhom in the period of the Slovak Republic’s EU-accession. It was necessary that time to incorporate the new EU environmental legislation, as well as the legislation for occupational hygiene and safety into the bachelor study programmes. For these purposes, the database application “Zápisník” (Writing Pad) was used. It was proven in industry to promote technological activities. The application was used to produce additional electronic textbooks for courses of Introduction to Environmental Science, Occupational Health and Safety and Final Semester Projects. Course materials were prepared in two versions - for use on personal computers, and on the Internet for online environment. Students who did not have Internet access at home were thus able to access the information via the use of USB keys containing e-textbooks which could then be viewed on their home computers.

The database application called “Zápisník” was originally programmed to work with the data. The university modification of this program was needed in order to work with information and knowledge. For these purposes, in the first phase of the program, the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) started, providing enough informatics tools for off-line and on-line teaching support. As a model of systematic technology enhanced learning support, Mayes conceptualization cycle was used. All these activities were presented at the eLearning Conference ICETA 2007-2008 [1, 2]. The training materials developed were also presented.

A breakthrough in the further development of TEL was the invitation to the international consortium of twenty partners, which was connected with the Partner Search brought to the Brokerage event in Warsaw [3]. MTF participated in the project proposal of the "Knowledge Enhanced Proactive Learning Library" (KEPLER) within the FP7-IST call "Digital libraries and technology-enhanced learning" [4]. One of the tasks of the MTF was the batch processing of "knowledge keywords" according to technical standards and classifications. Although the project was not accepted, MTF started a systematic research of TEL, based on the strategy of knowledge automation as an essential element that defines teaching and learning, respectively, acting in educational theories. From the informatics aspect, this resulted in programming the editor for batch processing of information and knowledge (BIKE - Batch Information and Knowledge Editor). With the help of this system, several applications in education described below were carried out.

Principles of technology enhanced learning

In real life, a teacher simultaneously needs to perform a large number of sub-educational, administrative and other activities. Moreover, this relates to various professional contents, different pedagogical approaches and teaching concepts. This variability and diversity of the human mind and mental processes makes the technology support very complicated. In terms of computer support (enhancements), the problem is the fact that teachers and students work with unstructured information and knowledge.
Another problem is that there is no universal informatics format, and a specific problem is how to concentrate the large amounts of specialized content in a small screen area while the number of possible solutions and further outputs is increasing enormously. In other words, software algorithms must be written for data, information and procedures that are not fixed in advance, i.e. are variable and usually unknown at that time. This is the fundamental difference, when compared e.g. to writing programs for accounting, where accurate structures, procedures and calculations are stated by the legislation.

**Current approaches to the application of digital technologies for learning**

*Technology enhanced learning* is, of course, complicated because it is an interdisciplinary field. Education has its own *distinct content* (curriculum, course of study, syllabus, engineering content) and its *educational and teaching practices* taking place in *real environment* (class, teaching space, library). The digital technology has its own *Internet and communication technologies* and *informatics tools* (hardware, software, and the Internet).

Success or effectiveness of technology-enhanced learning always depends on the alignment of education and technology (informatics) components, i.e. on *integrating informatics tools in learning activities*. Unfortunately, computers were not invented for education, so this area represents a major challenge for the Internet and communication technologies. The relationship between *education, digital technology, technology-enhanced learning* and *learning (educational) activities* is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 Principle of interplay between the educational component and informatics tools for TEL](image)

For these reasons, the technological support has undergone several stages. The related terms are such as *Computer aided instructions* (CAI), or attributes like *computer assisted / based / aided / supported learning*.

In the EU research programs, the 7th Framework Program in particular, this topic which is now called *Technology Enhanced Learning* (TEL) dominates [5]. Its definition is very broad, because it "refers to the support of any learning activity through technology". Deferring from that of eLearning, TEL usually confuses many people. According to Wikipedia [6] and Answers.com [7], *learning activities* can be described in terms of the *learning resource, actions, context, roles, and learning objectives*. The focus in TEL is on the interplay between these activities and respective technologies. *Learning management systems* (LMS), *learning content management systems* (LCMS), *learning repositories* or managing the *learning process of learners with technical means* (e.g., tools for self-directed learning, etc.) shall be appointed as *technological tools for TEL* allowing the access from educational resources to systems.
This informative description suggests that it is a preferred technology-driven approach even though it mentions that learning activities “can follow different pedagogical approaches and didactic concepts”. The above-mentioned requirement of the alignment of education and technology (informatics) parts is disrupted because technology-driven approach is superior to the educational-driven approach. This fact has been recently criticized in several scientific publications stressing that the educational-driven approach should be prioritised [8, 9, 10]. This stems from the fact that teacher, and not a computer, plays a key role in the learning process.

**Technology-enhanced learning approach at MTF**

The basis of the theoretical outcome for the TEL approach at MTF is the idea presented at the Brockerage event in Warsaw, where MTF was looking for a project leader support [3]. This idea is based on the needs of the practitioners involved in research and development or working with information and knowledge, denoted as “R&D staff” including researchers, teachers, librarians and students who, in their daily practice, perform various activities requiring the processing of large amounts of knowledge and dynamic information flow. This is why “they should be equipped with information tools (digital technology) just as today’s soldiers are armed with high-tech”.

It should be noted that learning activities performed by teachers are much larger than those placed on the sites for TEL, i.e. as mentioned in the previous section [Cordis/ICT, Wikipedia, Answers.com]. Being a teacher, one must study the case itself to know how to explain it well and to be able to create a well-construction of new knowledge. Teachers at universities are also required to publish, deal with projects, correct and mark tests, handle administration matters, communicate with AIS (university LCMS) and alike. The TEL approach is thus based on the fact that all these activities should be automated, and digital technology is a teacher’s "partner". In optimum cases, teacher or user needs one universal software that automates everything what is possible at the given time and space,. Such an "all-in-one" system was developed in the period of 2007-2010 and tested in teaching bachelor students. The working version of this system or rather the universal database application is named BIKE (Batch Information and Knowledge Editor). As its title suggests, it allows bulk work with information and knowledge, what IT scientists call “batch processing”. The paradigm of work is described more closely in [12, 13]. If we correctly understand Saljö [11], the BIKE can be categorised as so called “Mindware” group, i.e. software is “linked with our body and mind”.

In principle, the BIKE editor works so that the knowledge is defined in the “informatics way” allowing the concentration of information and knowledge at a given time and space and is used according to the instant need of a certain activity carried out by a teacher or student. This activity may involve designing educational materials, teaching in a classroom with computers, creating eLearning configurations, conducting Internet retrieval, managing the knowledge, marking tests, etc. This "bottom up" method of work takes the user as an individual, encouraging one’s mental activities such as knowledge structures, knowledge retention, repetition and decision-making. Thus, the software is versatile and can do what otherwise would have to be done with dozens of current software packages. With some exaggeration we can say that it works “like a chip” connected to our brain. According to current theories of learning approaches, it acts as a social memory of an individual (teacher,
student, and customer) [11]. Such an approach to the application of digital technology in education is in a very good compliance with the learning theories, both based on simple behaviourism or cognitive and constructive approaches. This compliance is assured by the possibility to create knowledge structures, while knowledge is constructed by using optional menu of BIKE. It only up to the user if he performs “simple things”, creates sophisticated knowledge, or knowledge clusters on his computer.

It should be noted that computers were not developed to educate and most of common approaches are mechanically applied to support teaching and learning. However, the TEL approach based on the BIKE editor is being developed and tailor-made for individuals who work with knowledge. It does not handle new algorithms or semantic structures, but it uses the power of existing database technologies and common programming. The TEL approach at the MTF is based on empirical research coming out of the fact that the matters are dealt directly in teaching and technology is adapted to what one needs in a certain (educational / learning) situation. This approach thus respects the synergy of teaching content (e.g. engineering curricula), educational activities and technologies as shown in Fig. 1. The key feature in the educational process is either teacher (teacher-centred process) or student (student-centred process) and the technology is integrated into their activities according to how they run it and not vice versa.

Such understanding and implementation of TEL approach allows the functions to be used as technology support for all possible types of learning e.g. self-directed learning, distance learning, blended learning, active learning and life-long learning, ... (some applications are described below). Therefore, the BIKE editor can be used for various specific purposes and can be further developed as a "never-ending story". Although BIKE is characterized in this paper as a tool/software for TEL, it can be included in the category of software for so called TPACK framework [14, 15] – it is a complex interplay of three primary forms of knowledge: Technology (T), Pedagogy (P) and (A) Content (C) Knowledge (K).

**Applications of technology-enhanced learning at the MTF**

As mentioned above, in the initial phase of implementing TEL at the MTF, the technology - driven approach predominated due to the fact that it was first necessary to develop a set of information tools the teacher can choose from according to particular learning activity. In this stage, the activities were focused on the development of a knowledge base, i.e. on generating educational materials in the form of html files. These were placed in computers in classrooms and on the Internet. Gradually, as the programming environment of BIKE was growing, other types of programs have been applied to enhance blended learning, active learning, language support, batch Internet retrieving, creating a virtual library and interactive and self-evaluation tests [16-20]. At this stage, the educational-driven approach begun to dominate, where the teacher decides what is needed to support the daily activities.

Figure 2 shows some examples of computer screen output from teaching the subject of Introduction to Environmental Science. The Figure shows that the set of educational materials includes various types of educational output elements (navigational template for entering the e-textbooks, a sample of written semester paper, the scheme for photosynthesis, an explanation of pH, and photos of matriculation). During this time, students cannot recognize whether it is a link from the Internet, home computer or the MTF server.
Fig. 2 Sample of technological support for teaching the subject - Introduction into Environmental Science

Fig. 3 shows an example of modelling a study-room for Blended Learning with pop up menu (see output to manual for semester project and a study area in the classroom).

Fig. 3 Example of modelling the study-room for Blended learning for semester project (Svetský, Sakál)

A breakthrough in the implementation of TEL at the MTF was collaboration with the language department (Reháková and Rusková). In phase 1, a universal support site containing the links to language translators, dictionaries, the BBC course of Slovak Radio, model sentences with prepositions used in technical German and sample sentences for writing English and German abstracts for term papers and projects were developed [21, 22]. Phase 2 was cooperation with external software for Text-To-Speech (the machine says the English written text) which supported the teaching of technical English [23, 24].

Fig. 4 illustrates a popup menu which is displayed when you click on multilingual translators Google (left), Systran (centre), and scanned passive sentences (right) from the book ”Angličtina pre vedeckých pracovníkov - Dušeková, L., Bubeníková, L., 1971”.
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Fig. 4 Sample of technology-enhanced multilingualism

Conclusion

The article presents the history of five-year implementation of technology-enhanced learning at the Faculty of Materials Science and Technology. The principles of technology-enhanced education from the point of current approaches in the world and TEL approach at MTF are explained. The Application of digital technologies for learning requires the alignment of technology (ICT tools) and the educational component (content of knowledge). The TEL approach chosen at MTF solves this issue by developing its own software - BIKE programming environment, which serves as a tool to automate the processing of knowledge to all possible kinds of learning activities that are undertaken.

The state-of-the-art in TEL is characterized by technology-driven approach. It is characterized by top-down testing of the approved software fit for education by assuming a universal indefinite content. The TEL approach at MTF comes out directly from the nature of knowledge as an essential element of education and is based also on educational theories and the fact that knowledge, respectively its structures, are not only managed but also created and constructed (they are transmitted e.g. via instructions from the tutor to the student). From an informatics point of view, it is solved on the basis of the paradigm of the batch processing of a knowledge flow concentrated in a certain time and space (class, virtual learning space). From a pedagogical point of view, information and knowledge are processed especially for conditions of blended and active learning, but also for self-directed and informal learning.

This TEL approach allowed the universal use of the database BIKE application in several study programmes, including language (see the preview of applications). As a technological enhancement, it has so far brought benefit to over 600 students from several MTF institutes. The results of the TEL approach in teaching were presented in 16 publications in Slovakia and abroad (Europe, North and South America, Australia). The further development aims to support more sophisticated educational applications, which will require new approaches and the programming of further textbooks, together with their verification in teaching (these are partially elaborated, e.g. advanced search, natural text marking, batch processing of chemistry calculations and social mini-network with retrievals for undergraduates).
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